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Picture can differ from actual product.

42 cells = Plenty of power for when the heat is on and you need it most!
SOLARA Premium 42-Cell solar panels are especially designed and contructed to give outstanding performance
and long life in harsh and high-heat marine environments. These ultra-thin and exceptionally rugged panels have
been concieved specifically for use on yachts, floating light structures and life rafts, but can also be used on RVs,
electric cars, etc., or almost any location with flat or slightly curved surfaces.

Premium Quality - Maximum Efficiency

The heart of the SOLARA Premium 42-cell Series is a string of 42 mono-crystalline, high-performance cells that
are reinforced by a powder-coated stainless steel panel to give maximum strength and corrosion resistance.
The use of 42 cells, the highest cell-count in class, results in a higher operating voltage and greater output in
hot locations such as Florida, Mexico and The Caribbean. Carefull cell selection ensures minimum losses from
low or diffuse daylight, and effects from shading are greatly reduced if an MPPT controller is employed. The
42 cell matrix is encapsulated in a highly durable protective shell that is UV, salt water, and weather resistant.
Unlike a laminating process, which can break down over time, the Solara encapsulation process ensures that
there are no seams or joints, and so nowhere for water to seep in and cause damage. The rubber-like exterior
coating allows for maximum light penetration but is supple enough to absorb the knocks, shocks and abuse
that is all part of daily life on board. All Solara marine solar panels can be screwed or glued to a deck or hard
surface, either flat or with a slight curve, and the textured top surface ensures a safe footing when walked on.
Each panel is tested for quality and performance, and is complete with a 8' seawater and UV/ozone-proof
cable that is terminated in a potted, weatherproof and low-profile terminal box. All Premium 42-cell models
except the 25 Watt are equipped with half-panel by-pass diodes to protect against hot-spots.

www.coastalcoolaids.com

www.solara.de
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Panel shapes shown may not be representative . See dimensions overleaf.










Wafer thin, with aluminum sandwich backing panel.
Mount on decks, cabin tops, etc., and can be walked on.
Will bend slightly for mounting on gently curved surfaces.
Tough, rubber-like coating for maximum protection.
Slip resistant, non-clouding, self-cleaning textured finish.
8’ UV and ozone proof cable pre-wired into junction box.
Low profile Junction Box, sealed and potted for life.
Manufactured in Germany to high standards

 Designed and built for the harsh marine environment.
 Power M panels have genuine high-grade SunPower®
monocrystalline cells with over 22.5% efficiency.
 SunPower® cells have high tolerance to shading.
 Power M 150w and 120w available with rear junction box.
 Encapsulated, not laminated, with 5mm edge overlap.
 Cable hole blank next to Junction Box for neat installation.
 5 year manufacturing defect warranty.

Ultra Series Glass Panels
 Ultra Series panels use genuine high-grade SunPower® back
contact monocrystalline cells with over 22.5% efficiency.
 Excellent heat, humidity and vibration resistance.
 SunPower® back-contact cells have high shade tolerance.
 Attractive and unobtrusive all-black finish.
 High torsional rigidity from double-walled aluminum frame.
 All-around flange and upgraded corner splines.
 SunPower® cells give superior performance in high
temperature, low light, and low sun angle conditions.
 Scratch resistant, thermally hardened, low iron glass.
 Narrow width allows for multiple panel installations.
 Manufactured in Germany to high standards.
 Designed and built for the harsh marine environment.
 5 year manufacturing defect warranty.
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back-contact cells

